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French School and Cultural Centre, 
New Delhi 

T he programme for this 
complex included a 
school with thirteen 
classrooms for primary 
and elementary levels, as 
well as certain cultural 

facilities. Two physically distinct build
ings were created in tight proximity, 
adjacent to an existing structure, to form 
an enclosed courtyard around a tree. 
Each has a separate entry; the cultural 
centre for its audiovisual hall and to sepa
rate apartments for visiting scholars, and 
the school directly from the street into a 
lobby with offices. The two buildings 
each abut a neo-classical bungalow which 
dates from the British colonial period, 
and on the opposite side, they nearly 
touch housing for embassy servants de
signed by the same architect nearly 20 
years prior to the school. 

Apart from an astute treatment of ex
terior and interior spaces by breaking up 
the volume, the architect has resolved a 
typical yet quite delicate problem of in
serting a new building into the urban 
context. New Delhi is basically a hori
zontal, garden city which has nonetheless 
a programme for densificahon of sparsely 
populated but historically important 
areas. The immediate environment is de-
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fined by a magnificent row of trees, 
white bungalows and brick boundary 
walls dating from the early 20th century 
(and the servants' housing already men
tioned). So the school has been kept re
latively low - only 3 storeys - and 
seems to be several units instead of just 
one compact block. It is constructed of 
reinforced concrete, with infill panels of 
white sandstone chips mixed with the 
cement; windows, doors and the comice 
level have sandstone bands for articula
tion, which evokes the style of the neo
classical bungalows without imitating the 
arches, pediments, capitals, etc. Except 
for these linear bands, the only decoration 
is found over the entrances to the school 
itself and the cultural centre, where picto
graphs in red sandstone highlight their 
different activities. 

Above all the school 'fits in', both to 
its site by using existing structures to 
assist in creating private, protected spaces 
for children's play or peripheral circula
tion for visitors, and by the choice of 
strong geometric forms in a modem 
idiom that does not shock its architectural 
neighbours. 

View oj the main entrance facade oj the school, seen 
.from the street. 



Ground floor plan 

1. Entrance lobby 8. Chamber 
2. Studio 9. Kitchen 
3. Secretary's room 10. Toilet 
4. Director's room 11. Library 
5. Video room 12. Audiovisual 
6. Sports room 13. Double height audiovisual 
7. Nursery 14. Store 

Site plan of the school and cultural centre 
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First floor plan 

Primary 
AHUroom 
Professor's room 
Artist's room 
Projection room 
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22. Laboratory 
23. Terrace 
24. Corridor 
25. Attache audiovisual 

a 5 10m 

1. Main building 
2. School 
3. Cultural block 
4. Servant quarters 
5. Guard cell 

a 10 m 
'-----' 



Right, above: Detail of the main entrance to the 
school, with a pictograph in red sandstone. 
Right: View of the children's playground around 
the tree, with the open corridors on the ground floor 
and first floor linking the classrooms. 
Photograph: B.B. Taylor. 
Below: Children's play area around the tree, with 
the existing colonial bungalow (left) and school 
(right). 
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Axonometric perspective drawing of the school (right) and cultural centre (left). 
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Left: Entrance to the 
audiovisual hall of the 
cultural centre, with a 
pictogram.suggesting a 
camera aperture. 
Above: The rear focade is 
quite close to housing by Raj 
Rewal built in the 1960's. A 
pleasant, shaded passageway 
is thus created. 


